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From the Principal
Dear Parents and Carers

Study Hints during the Assignment Phase

As all of you would be aware, your sons are right now busy working on assignments, as well as trying to keep up to date with normal 
schoolwork, homework, sport, cultural and other activities that normal families confront each term.  We are trying to educate our boys 
that there are three phases to each term:

1. Instructional Phase (Weeks 1- 4): Students learn new work, mostly through direct teaching from our staff.
2. Assignment Phase (Weeks 5 – 7): Assignments are distributed and submitted.  Most, but not all subjects would provide
 some class time to work on these assignments.
3. Exam Phase (Weeks 8 – 10): Revising, cramming and studying for those important tests at the end of each term are a key
 part of the reports provided to families each year.

At present, we are clearly in the assignment phase, which can be a very challenging time each term for students.  Things can very 
quickly “get away from you” if students are not organised during this period.  I’ve put together a few quick tips to help support your 
son through this period.

Get serious about assignments – Make no mistake, assignments are a key part of the assessment schedule of Queensland 
schools, and they are here to stay.  An enormous improvement to grades (and confidence) can come about if your son can put some 
quality work into assignments each term.

Create a good study environment – I often think this one is lost when thinking about trying to help your sons.  Where possible, 
make sure he has a good desk with adequate access to lighting and a little space to store his books and folders.

Remove the phone – Social media is an incredible distraction for all of us.  Young people can become completely caught up in 
what is happening online, and forgetting about their goals for the day or week.  It helps students if smartphones are kept outside the 
study or bedroom.  Discourage the use of the smartphone for assignment research.
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Help your sons with a schedule – During the assignment phase, create a two week schedule with your sons.  It can just help to 
clarify his (and your) mind about what he needs to do each day.  A couple of small goals on his assignments each day will help him 
to complete the lot.  The key thing is to “chip away” at the mountain that he has to climb.  A short, two week schedule of schoolwork 
and activities can help with this.

Clarify assignment tasks – It is ok if students clarify the assignment with teachers, especially during the draft phase.  It is 
important that they understand the assignment well, and they can save time by clarifying expectations at the start of the assignment 
during class time.

Quality time – One hour of quality work on assignments each day is better than three hours of distraction where not much is 
achieved.  Your sons should know what the task is – Have they answered the question?

Draft feedback – Teachers spend time giving draft feedback to support the progress of your sons on assignments.  Ask your sons 
if he has actually read and understood the feedback from his teacher.

Handing in the assignment – IPC is asking students to hand in assignments on or before the due date.  Some subjects are 
trialling the use of Student Café for submission.  Assignments must be handed in on time to ensure they will be marked.  The only 
way to receive an extension is through the Variation to Assessment process.

QCS Test coming soon….

Can it be that time of the year again?  The QCS test for Year 12 students will be conducted on Tuesday 29 and Wednesday 30 August.  
We continue to work with the boys on their development in this test.  To that end, this year I have been conducting extra QCS practice 
on Friday mornings before school, 7.45am in Room 103 – All QCS students welcome!  Friday morning sessions will continue until the 
week before the exam.  We also expect students to purchase a $20 stationery pack again this year.  Please let me know if finances 
are an issue at present, and we can help out.

I’m sure there is plenty of assignment work for your sons this weekend!

Brendan Stewart | Acting Principal

Year 9 Camp
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Identity and Mission
Praying for Justice & Solidarity

“…that the world should not be as it is, is the unassailable bottom line for those who are victims, those who 
have been exploited, those who are poor” (Juan Luis Segundo – a Uruguayan Jesuit).
Take a moment to think about those who are victims.
Take a moment to think about those who are exploited.
Take a moment to thing about those who are poor.
There are more people in the world who are victims, exploited and poor than who are not.  We ask God for 
help to see with the eyes of the other; to help us make choices when we see the world through the eyes of 
the other.  AMEN.

Tuesday 8 August was the Feast Day of Mary MacKillop, Australia’s 
first saint and a woman who worked for justice.  

Three great sayings of hers are:

•We must teach more by example than by word.
•Seek first the poorest and most neglected parts of God’s vineyard. 
•Remember we are but travellers here.

Liturgy News

Anniversary Mass is on Monday 14 August at 11am.  Unfortunately, Bishop Tim Harris cannot officiate.  Fr 
Rod Ward will be saying Mass for us.  Come and join our celebration that commemorates the hard work of 
the community to set up a fantastic place of learning for boys.

Christian Meditation is currently being held Thursday mornings at 8.10am.  Encourage your boys to attend.  
You are welcome to join us too!  Start your Thursday fresh and revived.

Retreat News

Year 10 Retreat is NOT this Friday as has been previously advertised.  It is now being held on Friday 1 
September. Forms will be emailed home in the next week.

Year 7 Retreats will be held Friday 18 August (Carew, Putney and Treacy) and Friday 25 August (Nolan, 
Reid, Rice and Baillie).  Forms have been emailed home.  If you would like a hard copy, please send your 
son to collect one from the Identity and Mission Office.  Please return completed forms to the Identity and 
Mission Office or your son’s Homeroom teacher.

Faith in Action News

The Vinnies group are currently organising a collection for the Townsville Drop-in Centre.  They are organising 
individual toiletries packs.  Each House has been allocated an item to collect that costs less than $3.00.  
We are aiming for 80 complete packs.  Ask you son what item he is going to contribute.  The staff will be 
collecting and contributing feminine hygiene products.

Curriculum News

Over the next two weeks, Year 10 students will have the opportunity to experience ‘sleeping rough’ thanks 
to Mrs Sandra Hughes and some volunteer teachers.  Watch out for news about this experience in the next 
couple of weeks.

Johanna Smith | Acting Deputy – Identity and Mission
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VET and Industry Placement News

First Aid Course

Year 12 VET students will be invited to complete (HLTAID003) Provide First Aid (formerly Senior First Aid) later this month.  Letters 
will be forwarded home once the costings of the course is finalised. The two-day course will be held on 29 and 30 August, while OP 
students are sitting QCS.  The first day of the course will be completed on line in a classroom environment while the second day will 
be conducted by an external training provider. 

TAFE in Schools - 2018

Applications for 2018 TAFE in Schools courses are now open to VET students.  This is a valuable opportunity for students to gain 
industry standard qualifications, especially for those students who are confident in their career choice.  All TAFE in Schools courses 
are government funded and attract 4 QCE points.  Students are encouraged to register ASAP to avoid disappointment.  Courses 
available include:

Certificate II in Plumbing
Certificate II in Automotive Electrical Technology (auto electrician)
Certificate II in Automotive Servicing Technology (mechanic, diesel fitting etc)
Certificate II in Electrotechnology (career start for electricians)
Certificate II in Logistics
Certificate II in Horticulture
Certificate II in Health Support Services
Certificate II in Kitchen Operations
Certificate II in Community Services
Certificate II in Tourism

If you would like further information on courses available or the application process, please see the VET office.

Shane Dove | Program Leader - VET
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Literacy Corner

Year 10 Science
In Week 5, the Year 10's are busy designing and conducting a 
science experiment on reaction rate. The challenge for this 
assessment piece was to work with a given independent variable, 
gather and collect data whilst ensuring that all trials are fairly and 
consistently carried out.  This was followed with a collection of two 
dependent variables.

A set of controlled variables had to be fixed throughout the prac 
in order to achieve a fair test. The final challenge is to present 
the findings and analysis in the same manner as real scientists 
would do.

Catherine Ventic | Science Teacher

Get them interested in new things. 

Many of the new words that students probably don’t know are related to some specific 
fields or topics so try and explore different areas that they don’t know anything about. 
They will learn lots of new words and, even better, they’ll gain knowledge on a topic 
previously unknown to them. Make is a challenge to find out five new facts about 
something both you and your son know little about.

Nadine Burnett | Teacher

QAMT - Year 7/8 Mathematics Quiz
Thomas Duffy, Hunter Lim and Riley Innes represented IPC at the annual QAMT Year 7/8 Maths Quiz.  Twenty teams from the 
Townsville District competed in a fun and challenging afternoon.  The competition consisted of questions about general mathematics 
knowledge, mental and written computation, estimation and problem solving.  The IPC Team displayed great team work and enjoyed 
the challenge.

Jacinta Foley | Acting Faculty Leader - Mathematics
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Counselling News

Communicating with adolescent boys can often consist of a series of questions (asked by parents) followed by 
monosyllabic answers (from your son). This can then deteriorate into grunts at certain ages or when your 
questions cut too close to the bone. For boys, mumbling or grunting monosyllabic answers is great way to 
keep parents out of their lives.

However, it’s important to continue to connect with your son, so here are some practical ideas to help you stay 
in the game with your teenage boy:

1. Don’t shut them down

Boys often learn from a young age to keep their problems in.If a boy comes to his parents and says he has a big 
test tomorrow and he is really nervous it is easy to shut him down with remarks about his lack of study and 
messy bedroom. If he receives this type of response when he tentatively presents issues, then he will learn to 
shut down and keep his problems to himself in the future. It is really important for parents to read the subtext of 
a boy’s conversations and requests. They frequently don’t know how to say what is on their mind or how they 
are feeling. They can be very clumsy. Realise that your son may have something bigger on his mind than the 
presenting issue or question.

2. Respect their space

Boys tend to be cave dwellers when things go wrong for them. A bad day at school may be followed by an 
angry outburst on arrival home, particularly if he is asked that time-honoured question: “How was your day?”

“&^$%%%!!” may well be the response as he slams his bedroom door behind him. He has just entered his cave 
where he will take his time to settle his thoughts and generally turn within to draw on his internal resources. 
Resist the temptation to knock on his door and lovingly say, “Darling, is everything alright? Would you like to 
talk about it?” You are only inviting more rejection. The best solution is to wait until he comes out of his cave 
before you talk. Generally, he will come out when he has made some sense of what has happened to him and is 
ready to engage. This is the time to talk.

We're a Parenting Ideas school parentingideas.com.au

insights
The secrets to 
communicating effectively 
with teenage boys
by Michael Grose 

PARENTING BOYS 
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3. Get moving together

One way to get boys talking is to get them moving. Go for a walk together, 
wash the dishes together or do some other job and you will find their 
tongues loosen up. The pressure to speak is removed by activity. More than 
this, males are activity based. Just as activity and play is the language of 
fatherhood, activity is the mode to get many boys to open up and talk.

4. Ask what they think to find out how they feel

The way to a boy’s heart is through his mind! If you want to find out how a 
boy is feeling, ask him what he is thinking. For instance, if he experiences 
rejection at school and he is obviously unhappy, ask him what he thinks 
about the situation rather than how he feels. He will actually tell you how he 
feels in the process. It is important that parents understand this and put this 
knowledge to good use if they want an entry point into their son’s emotional 
life.

5. Keep the banter up

Esteemed educator Dr Tim Hawkes, author of Ten conversations you must have with your son, maintains that 
banter and small talk are essential elements in conversations with boys. Fun, trivia and jest are the foundations 
for more serious, significant conversations that a parent will have with their sons. If you are always serious – 
particularly a father – then a primary or secondary school-aged boy is less likely to listen to you than if you have 
the balance right between silly and significant.

6. Reinforce more than nag

Your effectiveness as a communicator to boys will be enhanced if you get the (positive) reinforcement to 
(negative) nagging ratio right. Many teenage boys benefit from being reminded about doing the right thing by 
others, being smart and acting confidently, but that doesn’t mean that you should nag them all the time. They’ll 
switch off to your message in a heartbeat. They’re more likely to listen if you regularly point out their positives 
(“I love the way you…”), bite your tongue more than you speak (when you want to tell them how to behave), 
and choose your timing and words carefully when you have something important to say to them.
Despite your best communication techniques there will be times when feelings aren’t shared, information is 
withheld and secrets are kept. As frustrating as this is for parents, it’s a young man’s prerogative to keep things 
close to his chest. When your son really clams up it’s best to be open in your communication style and be on 
hand for when he eventually wants to talk. Parental availability is an underestimated parenting strategy.

Learn some great skills and knowledge to help you successfully raise the boys in your family in my practical 3-
week Parenting Boys course. It’s available now at Parentingideas.com.au.

Michael Grose

Michael Grose, founder of Parenting Ideas, is one of Australia’s leading parenting educators. 
He’s the author of 10 books for parents including Thriving! and the best-selling Why First Borns 
Rule the World and Last Borns Want to Change It, and his latest release Spoonfed Generation: 
How to raise independent children.

We're a Parenting Ideas school parentingideas.com.au
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Administration
Ignatius Park College  

Upcoming Events and Dates

WEEK 6
Monday 14 August

Anniversary Mass 
Wednesday 16

Interschool Chess
Wednesday 16 - Thursday 17

TSSSA Athletics Carnival
Thursday 17

Year 12 Maths Navigation Excursion 1
Friday 18

Year 12 Maths Navigation Excursion 2
Year 7 Retreat 1 - Carew, Putney and Treacy
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Rowing News - North QLD School Championships
Last weekend Ignatius Park College competed in the North Queensland Schools Championships at 
Riverway Rowing club. Over 250 rowers from Central and North Qld schools converged on the upper 
Ross River to compete at these Championships. This included a large contingent from the powerful 
Rockhampton Grammar and Cathedral College schools, as well as locally the best from Townsville 
Grammar and Cathedral. All schools use this regatta to benchmark their crews for the upcoming 
Qld School State Regatta in September. To put the level of competition into perspective, last year 
Ignatius Park College won a single, solitary Bronze medal.

One year on with a new squad, a growing confidence and belief, we entered these championships 
with a mixture of anticipation and trepidation. Will we be competitive? Will we make some finals? 
Will we medal? Simply, no one was prepared for what happened next!

Gold - Open double: Aaron McRae and Liam Buxton 
Gold - Open Pair: Aaron McRae and Liam Buxton
Gold - Yr 10 Four: Anthony Grech, Christian Lauder, Elliot Basso, Cooper Stocks, Alistair
   Corkeron 
Gold - Yr 8 Quad: Jake Gilmore, Zach Skipp, Reilly Williams, Callum Leech, Atticus D’Mello
Gold - U14 Single: Jake Gilmore
Silver -Y10 Double: Anthony Grech, Christian Lauder
Silver - Open Four: Aaron McRae, Liam Buxton, Fintan Halpin, Jesse Statham, Alistair
   Corkeron
Silver - Open Single: Aaron McRae
Bronze - Yr 10 Quad: Anthony Grech, Christian Lauder, Elliot Basso, Cooper Stocks, Alistair 
   Corkeron 
Bronze – Open 4: Aaron McRae, Liam Buxton, Fintan Halpin, Jesse Statham, Alistair
   Corkeron

For us the Regatta was epitomised by sheer determination and will of our youngest rowers, our Year 7-8 boys. In all my years of 
attending Regattas I have rarely experienced such scenes of unbridled excitement and emotion as our young boys first rowed past 
Rocky Grammar, then Townsville Grammar and finally mowed down a stunned Cathedral crew to win by a bow ball on the line. The 
crowd noise was unbelievable!

The Regatta was our most successful in recent history and the most pleasing aspect was the performance of our larger crewed boats. 
Not only did we medal in a number of these events but we had other crews feature prominently against more established schools 
with much larger squads. Congratulations to all in our squad of exceptional young men who wore the Phoenix with pride and passion.
The next event on the Rowing calendar is the Head of the River on Sunday, 20 August. This is the most important and fiercely 
competitive Regatta on our calendar with local school bragging rights on the line. The event will be held at the Riverway Rowing Club 
on the Upper Ross River and with a carnival-like atmosphere, I invite all in the school community to come down for a look and cheer 
the squad on. 
One again, I would like to thank our great group of parents, our tireless band of coaches and importantly, the school community, that 
have provided us an unparalleled level of support this year. A real team effort!

Tony Smith - Head of Rowing Program   
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Rugby League First XIII

Aaron Payne Cup Champions

Last Friday night at 1300 Smiles Stadium, the First XIII took on The Cathedral College, Rockhampton in the Grand Final of the Aaron 
Payne Cup. After a very long competition, in which the first game was played in Term 1 Week 4 with Ignatius Park College defeating 
Kirwan State High school 16 – 12, to beating all other schools in the competition run from Rockhampton North, the First XIII were 
dominant throughout the regular season and arrived at the stadium confident and ready to do the job.

Running out of the tunnel in front of a huge crowd, with over 800 tickets sold at the College Office and the Northern Hill a sea of Blue 
and White certainly spurred the boys on and will ensure that it is an occasion that they will never forget. Leading 12-0 a quarter of 
the way through the game through tries from Quinlan Kelly and a length of the field effort from McKenzie Baker, the First XIII looked 
comfortable before conceding two late second-half tries, with TCC’s second a classy effort through the backline right on the half-time 
siren. 

Straight after the half time break a powerful run and try by Ignatius Park centre Ty Everett proved telling as the First XIII led 18-10 
but with plenty of time on the clock. Cathedral would hit straight back as classy halfback Ben Farr scythed over to cut the margin to 
four points, 18-14 with 10 minutes remaining on the clock. But the killer blow came nine minutes from full time as Iggy Park’s No.7, 
Adam Cook, showed some class of his own to score under the posts, the halfback converting his own try to bring the lead back out to 
more than a converted try. Hooker, Joey Jensen, then put the game beyond doubt with an explosive dart from dummy-half, as Cook’s 
steady boot – he kicked five from five – ensured IPC got maximum return on their efforts.

The First XIII’s triumph has not only ensure they are Aaron Payne Cup Champions for 2017, it has also earned them a favourable 
seeding heading into the knock out State Semi Final to be played in Brisbane next Tuesday, August 15. The boys will fly out on Monday 
in preparation for the ‘do or die’ clash which will be telecast on Fox Sports, with a place in the State Final and National Semi Final 
on the line.

The First XIII would like to thank the school community for their continued support throughout the season. To see the Northern Hill 
on Friday night covered in Blue and White shows that school spirit is alive and well within the Ignatius Park Community.

AARON PAYNE CUP FINAL: Ignatius Park College 30 (McKenzie Baker, Quinlan Kelly, Ty Everett, Adam Cook, Joey Jensen 
tries; Cook 5 goals) def The Cathedral College 14 (Tom Farr, Jack Wilson, Ben Farr tries; Liam Grant goals)

Christian Quabba | Coach
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AFL Northern Champs!
After successfully winning the Townsville and District section of the AFL State Wide Knockout Competition in May, both of IPC’s AFL 
teams travelled to the Regional Finals in Mackay for the AFL Queensland Schools Cup, NQ Championship. 

On Tuesday, the U15s and Opens arrived ready and determined to bring the AFL Northern Championship home to IPC...and they did!

Knowing they needed to win their first game to advance to the final, the Opens came out ready to win against Mackay SHS and set 
the stage for the day. The boys started strong, showing good control of the ball despite the early morning dew. They powered through 
their opponents thanks to Ryan Gilmore, Dom Figg, Mav Parker and Max Newman who all scored goals. Excellent defence and good 
communication on the field proved to be a winning combination as they held Mackay scoreless in the first half.
 
Max Newman was dominant in defence and lit up the score board for the boys. IPC finished the game by adding 6 more goals in the 
second half and Callaway Parker kicked 3 behinds wrapping up Game 1, 63-2.

Game 2 – the final – proved to be a challenging one for our boys but they dug deep to bring home the title. Trinity Bay SHS brought 
their A game and kept us scoreless in the first quarter. We fired back adding a goal and a behind to the board, levelling out the score 
and keeping Trinity Bay out of the posts in the second quarter. 

It was 7-all to begin the second half and IPC ran out wanting the win. Max Newman scored to show our dominance, adding to 
Callaway Parker’s. Tom Bennett turned on the defence, and with an excellent run up by Dom Figg, Matthew Conroy was able to kick 
a goal leaving Cairns in the dust. After a fierce match, IPC won 22-15. 

A massive congratulations to all the boys! IPC Opens are the NQ AFL Champions.
 
A special thanks and shout out to the Coach -  Shane Gilmore, Assistant -  Ash Young and Manager Melanie Baxter. 

Melanie Baxter | Teacher
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Basketball News
Northern

Congratulations to the Northern boys on their third place at the recent State Championships in Brisbane.  The IPC members of the 
team included Hunter Finlay, Marley Iorangi, Boston Mazlin, Callaway Parker and Ryan Pickering.  The boy conducted themselves 
very well and all contributed to the team’s success.  A special mention to Callaway and Boston who were selected in the team of the 
Carnival.

Open Basketball

In the ‘A’ Division, the IPC First Team continued their dominance with a strong win over Townsville Grammar, 65 to 27.  Only five 
players took to the court for the U15 Team against Town High.  After scores being all tied up at 35 at the half, the IPC boys shot the 
lights out in the second half.  Final score IPC 84, Town High 67.  Thanks again to Kellie Owens for scoring and her able assistant 
Justin Mazlin. 

15 August 
No Games

22 August 
4pm            
U15 Team v Annandale CC at Murray  
Heatley V IPC 2nd Team at Heatley 
5pm
Open 1st Team v Town High at Murray

Gary Hughes | Teacher
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Reef Guardians News
Last month, six of our Reef Guardians represented IPC at the 2017 Future Leaders Eco Challenge held at the JCU Science Place.
This was a whole day experience whereby our students met some of Queensland's marine ecologists to discuss the pressing issues 
of climate change.

Our students were ably supported by environmental experts to come up with an elevator pitch to provide a solution to coral bleaching.  
This was then presented in front of a "Shark Tank" panel. A representative speaker, Max Penny, also gave an interview summarising 
our group's solution to coral bleaching. This solution will be shared during the next school assembly. 

Catherine Ventic | Teacher - Reef Guardian Coordinator

Wednesday last week saw the first practice of the 
Ignatius Park Guitar Quartet. Cohan Russell, Cobi 
Connolly, Zachary Lee and Flynn Mintern were all 
involved in the guitar program at Mulkadee and have 
jumped at the chance to form a school guitar quartet.
 
Cohan, Cobi and Flynn also recently entered the 
Australian Festival of Chamber Music Busking 
Competition and performed at the Strand for 45 
minutes. The boys were awarded equal 2nd place and 
received $150.00 in prize money. A fantastic result!

David Roberts | Instrumental Music Coordinator

Instrumental Music Notes
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Toastroom News

Defence News

Tuckshop News

Hello to all our families.  During the past month or two we have had a couple of families say good-bye to the Australian Defence Force 
as they have transitioned into civilian life, and the school has also said good-bye to a family who were posted to another town.  Whilst 
moving on to another adventure can be exciting, relocating can also be overwhelming for all. I am here to assist families with any 
requirements and support you may need.

Deployment and Absences:
Please make sure you let me know if you have an ADF family member away on deployment or training exercises.  I would like to 
ensure all our students are supported during what can be a challenging time and allow them the chance, if they wish, to share their 
experience with other students going through similar events.  Additionally, if you are having difficulties or would like a chat, please 
come in and see me, or contact me via phone or email.

Leanne Mahoney | Defence Transition Mentor - Email: leanne.mahoney@ipc.qld.edu.au

The Toast Room relies heavily on donations and we are asking 
for your generosity in this regard. We require donations of 
bread and spreads including Strawberry Jam, Vegemite, 
Cream Cheese Spread and Nutella. A gold coin donation would 
be greatly appreciated from those who are unable to make it 
to the shops!
Your son can leave these donations at the Toast Room or the 
Tuckshop.
Many thanks to those who have already left donations, it is 
greatly appreciated.

Kay O’Connor | Tuckshop Convenor

The College Tuckshop is a very 
busy place, making sure we 
meet the eating requirements of 
our students. 

If you would like to volunteer 
and meet other like-minded 
people, please feel free to join 
us. Some of our volunteers 
have been coming for many years and enjoy the social aspect 
of volunteering. Our community is certainly richer for their 
contribution.

If you have any questions or would like to volunteer, please 
contact me via the College Office on 4796 0222 or 4796 0241.

Kay O’Connor | Tuckshop Convenor
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Careers News
QTAC

Year 12 students can now start applying to QTAC. Remember students will need six preferences on their application as well as their 
LUI and personal email address.

Dates to remember:
• JCU Open Day Sunday 13 August from 11am to 3pm
•  Applications for Queensland Conservatorium, Griffith University closes Monday 14 August 2017

Did you know?
“The VET sector is more than just a partner in equipping the emerging workforce, it is the first foundational rung in Australia’s future 
economic prosperity.”
Mark McCrindle - Social Researcher, Principal, McCrindle

Myth 

VET graduates earn low wages
One in five Australians (21%) believe one of the main reasons Australians are increasingly choosing to undertake university courses 
over VET/TAFE courses is because of the perception that VET graduates earn lower wages than university graduates. Many believe 
the average VET graduate earns at least$10,000 less than the average university graduate.

Fact

VET graduates earn wages comparable to, if not exceeding, that of university graduates
The median full-time income for a VET graduate is $56,000. The median graduate salary for students completing a Bachelor’s 
degree is $54,000. VET graduates also have the capacity to earn higher salaries than many Bachelor degree graduates: the highest 
average starting salary for a VET qualification (Certificate IV in Hazardous Areas – Electrical at $85,400) is higher than the highest 
starting salary with a Bachelor-level degree (Dentistry at $80,000). Close to one in three (31%) believe that the wage gap is more 
than $20,000.

Philip Dembowski | Careers Advisor

Maths Tutoring Program
Is your son struggling with Maths? Falling behind in class? Feeling anxious and stressed about his homework? If so, encourage him 
to come along to the new voluntary Maths tutoring program! For the remainder of the year, we will be coordinating a free voluntary 
tutoring program on Monday and Tuesday afternoons from 3:15-4:15pm. 

There will be three Ignatius Park Old Boys involved in the program: Thomas Duffy, Daniel Goldsworthy and Jayke Collins. These 
three students graduated from the College in 2012 and are currently in their final years of study at James Cook University. Jayke and 
Thomas are both doing double degrees of Mechanical Engineering and Mathematics, while Daniel is doing a Degree of Mechanical 
Engineering. Therefore they are more than capable of tutoring all Mathematics subjects from Years 7-12!

The program will officially start next week and we would love to see a great turn out as we strongly believe the program will be 
beneficial to all students, irrespective of their competence. 

Jacinta Foley | Acting Faculty Leader - Mathematics
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A day in the life of...
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ALMA BAY 
OCEAN CLASSIC 

$$$ PRIZES 

SUNDAY SEPT.17th 
MAGNETIC ISLAND 

FUNDRAISER FOR ARCADIAN 
SLSC

REGISTRATIONS FROM 7AM 

 $20 PER EVENT 
OR 3 FOR $50 

BBQ BREAKFAST & 
LUNCH ON DAY

CONTACT LISA 0421979005

THIS IS A TOWNSVILLE OPEN WATER SWIMMING EVENT

7.30AM RACE 1 - OPEN 12KM SKI race

7.40AM RACE 2 - U/12yrs AQUATHON 200m SWIM/2km RUN 

7.50AM RACE 3 - U/15yrs & MASTERS AQUATHON 500m 

 SWIM/2km RUN 

  8.00AM RACE 4 - U/18yrs & OPEN AQUATHON 1km SWIM/2km

RUN 

8.10AM RACE 5 - U/12yrs 500m BOARD RACE 

8.20AM RACE 6 - U/15yrs & MASTERS 1km BOARD RACE 

8.30AM RACE 7 -U/18yrs & OPEN 2km BOARD RACE 

8.50AM RACE 8 - U/12yrs 500m  SWIM 

9.00AM RACE 9 - U/15yrs & MASTERS 1km SWIM 

9.10AM RACE 10 - U/18yrs & OPEN 3km SWIM  

10AM - BEST OF MAGNETIC 500M SPLASH FOR CASH 

DISCOUNTED FERRY TICKETS AVALABLE

MEGA TREASURE HUNT 
U/12YRS $3 ENTRY 9.30AM 


